The Proven Impact of Board-Certified Teachers on Student Achievement

Through National Board Certification, teachers demonstrate that their teaching meets the profession’s standards for accomplished practice through a rigorous, peer-reviewed and performance-based process, similar to professional certification in fields such as medicine. In achieving Board certification, teachers prove their ability to advance student learning and achievement.

More than a decade of research from across the country confirms:

**Students taught by Board-certified teachers learn more than students taught by other teachers.**

Estimates of the increase in learning are on the order of an **additional one to two months of instruction**. The positive impact of having a Board-certified teacher (NBCT) is even greater for minority and low-income students.¹ This improvement in student outcomes is mirrored by NBCTs achieving stronger results on leading measures of **teacher effectiveness**, including robust classroom observations and value-added scores. The compelling research on the effectiveness of Board-certified teachers is particularly noteworthy when compared to the lack of consistent research on the effectiveness of teachers with master’s degrees.²

**New Research (forthcoming early 2015)**

- **Washington state**: “[Board-] certified teachers are more effective than non-certified teachers with similar experience,” according to researchers Cowan and Goldhaber. Their findings suggest NBCTs produce gains of “approximately 2 weeks of additional learning in elementary classrooms and middle school reading classrooms and about 1.5 months of additional learning in middle school math classrooms.”³

- **Chicago, IL and Kentucky**: “We found evidence that National Board Certification is an effective signal of teacher quality, based on student test scores.”⁴

National Board Certification is a voluntary advanced professional certification for PreK-12 educators that identifies teaching expertise through a performance-based, peer-reviewed assessment.

“The evidence is clear that National Board Certification distinguishes more effective teachers from less effective teachers with respect to student achievement.”


Learn more at nbpts.org/policy
Leading Research From States and Districts Across the Country

- **Los Angeles, CA**: “National Board Certified teachers outperform other teachers with the same levels of experience by 0.07 and 0.03 standard deviations in elementary math and English/language arts (ELA) respectively, which is roughly equivalent to two months of additional math instruction and one month of additional ELA instruction.”

- **Gwinnett County, GA**: “National Board Certified teachers outperform other teachers with the same levels of experience.”

- **Hillsborough County, FL**: “The district found that NBCTs rank higher than non-NBCTs on written evaluations and value-added measures. Fifty-eight percent of NBCTs received the Merit Award Program (MAP) bonus, indicating they were among the top 25 percent of teachers in their subject area.”

- **Florida**: “Certification by the National Board is correlated with achievement in math and reading in both elementary and middle school.”

- **Charlotte, NC**: “We found that NBCTs were significantly more effective...than their non-NBCT counterparts in several EOC tested courses: Algebra II, Biology, Civics and Economics, Chemistry, and Geometry.”

- **Los Angeles, CA**: “The difference in impacts [on student achievement] between successful and unsuccessful [National Board] applicants was statistically significant.”

- **North Carolina**: “We find consistent evidence that [Board certification] is identifying the more effective teacher applicants and that National Board Certified Teachers are generally more effective than teachers who never applied to the program.”

- **North Carolina**: “The positive and statistically significant coefficients...indicate that the Board does indeed confer certification on the more effective teachers, as would be appropriate to the extent that the policy goal is to reward effective teachers.”

- **Arizona**: “Effect size...informs us that the gains made by students of Board-certified teachers were over one month greater than the gains made by the students of non-Board certified peer teachers.”

- **Miami-Dade, FL**: “We find robust evidence that [National Board Certification] is an effective indicator of teacher quality.”
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